SANGLA GARDEN
P8014751
Recommendations for Brunschwig & Fils
Hand Painted Scenic Wallpaper

• Though there are numerous wallpaper hangers, most of them are not qualified to hang scenic wallpaper. Brunschwig & Fils recommends a professional muralist.

• To insure proper installation, please refer to our installation instructions.

• If advised by your muralist, in certain instances first install paper liner, muslin next, and then another application of paper liner. For further information, please refer to our installation instructions.

• Hand Painted Scenic Wallpaper may be purchased either standard or custom sizes.

• Standard Scenic Wallpaper: Standard designs are available in the standard sizes. Simply specify design name and number, design height, desired panel number(s) and ground color.

• Custom fitted designs: You may specify a series of custom sized panels to fit your room exactly. The muralist is responsible for supplying Brunschwig & Fils with site measurements, elevations and color photographs of the space to insure an accurate design layout, as these murals are handcrafted per order. Our studio will submit a drawing of the entire order denoting in full detail the design layout for your review and approval.

• Custom designs are the most important aspect of our scenic wallpaper. You may change any element(s) on the panel and even create your own design. We can work with your photographs, paint samples and/or fabric to help create art for the walls.

• Murals should be hung as soon as possible upon arrival. If they are held for even a short period of time, the murals must be stored at room temperature.

• All the designs in our scenic wallpaper collection are hand painted. Taking into account this hand painted technique, missing areas of print or differences in color may occur. These are totally normal, part of the desired effect and are not considered faults. All sales are final and claims will not be accepted.

• Never allow water to come in contact with the face of our murals, especially our paper scenics. The guache paints used in our paper scenics will run and the panels will be damaged.